February 2021

Every Day Outdoors
Mark off each activity as you complete them!

- Notice nests high in the trees
- Hunt for green - how many shades can you find?
- Shovel the snow
- Go for a roll - use some wheels
- Put out seeds for the birds
- Build a snow sculpture

- Look for plants with needles - how many kinds can you find?
- Go for a walk by moonlight
- Roll down a hill
- How many bird calls do you notice today?
- WILD Be creative and share your activity
- Make prints in the snow with your body

- Build something in the snow
- WILD Get outdoors & be creative!
- Make bark rubbings
- Make a heart in the snow
- Follow animal tracks and see where they go
- Roll a giant snow boulder
- Crunch some ice on a trail

- Take a walk in a new place
- Find a new walking stick
- Take a tree scavenger hunt - wide, tall, skinny, small
- Count the stars
- Go sliding - use a sled, cardboard...
- Look for animal tracks

- Greet the morning sun
- Find seeds
- Look for animal tracks
- Notice different types of ice
- Fill a jar with plant bits
- Look for animal tracks